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**Synopsis**

Extra Large PrintLarge, Clear SolutionsHours of Brain Stimulating Fun!
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**Customer Reviews**

We bought this book for my girlfriend's grandmother who likes large print puzzle books. She is very happy with it. The large print makes it easy for her to read and doesn't strain her eyes. Also, the words aren't too long or difficult. She has a pile of puzzle books on her coffee table and we always try to bring her a new one when we visit. She is a bright lady, and says they help to keep her mind active. To be honest, I quite like doing them too!

This was a big disappointment. I ordered this for my Grandmother who still enjoys word searches at the age of 94. Each word search includes only EIGHT words. Seriously?!? What a joke! There are also only like 30 puzzles. Much better books out there! Don't waste your money on this one.

Kept my mom busy for hours. Nice that answers follow each puzzle instead of being in the back of the book.

Wish there were more of this type of word search books for my 96 yr old Mom. The extra bold and large print is exactly what her poor eye-site needs. Please print more of these books

My mom resides at a care center and needs things to keep her mind alert. She enjoys large print.
books and has a new hobby of enjoying large print word search books. The problem for my mom is that for some reason the one I ordered and gave her is too difficult. I am disappointed that she has to struggle with the searches. Mom is 92 but is able to reason and think better than a great deal of "30 or 40 something" year olds. I wish your company would create a large print word search book that contains things from the past that perhaps an elderly person could relate to and at the same time could say, "Ah, I remember that from when I was younger." Thanks.

Love the large print, I can do a puzzle without my glasses on!!! My granddaughters love to help me find the words and the print is easy for them to read too. Love how thick the pages are too, your pen doesn’t go through the paper when you’re circling the word. Great for car trips!!!

My great grandmother is 96 years old and was very happy to get this word search book for Christmas. These are her favorite and she said that she could "definitely read" this size font. I’d purchase Vol. 38 for her if/when released.

This word find book is big type which is great! Puzzles are on the right side; answers to previous puzzle are on the left. The only negative is only 10 words are selected to find in each puzzle. That’s disappointing.
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